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Gamko celebrated its 50th year in                        
business in 2008 by bringing out a totally 
new, revamped product line, the Flexbar.

The photo on this page shows the                        
Badpaviljoen in Domburg; an exceptional 
bar at an exceptional location... you will 
find this restaurant in the middle of the              
Domburg dunes.
The interior of the Badpaviljoen scooped 
the VENUEZ Hospitality & Style award in 
2008 for “Best Interior Design”.

Gamko has fitted various Flexbar instal-
lations that are connected to the central           
cooling system. The Flexbar on the photo 
here is made up of cooled glass drawers 
with EQUAL-LED and uncooled solid doors.

Restaurant Het Badpaviljoen  -  Badhuisweg 21  -  4357 AV  Domburg  -  The Netherlands  -  +31 118 582405  -  www.hetbadpaviljoen.nl



Café De Teerkamer  -  Grote Markt 13  -  4611 NS   Bergen op Zoom  -  The Netherlands  -  +31 164 239345  -  www.teerkamer.nl

The Teerkamer in Bergen op Zoom has had a complete metamorphosis.
The full two-floor café restaurant was given a facelift.

Gamko installed the central cooling system including all the buffets. A superb 
contract with an equally excellent result. The Flexbars are connected to the 
central lighting control system and colours automatically with the  selected 
ambiance.
 



Private bar - Amsterdam  -  The Netherlands

A particularly trendy bar at a top location in Amsterdam.

The back bar consists of six segments cooled by intermediate style evapora-
tors. This means you do not lose space and at the same time have maximum 
cooled storage available – combined with a central cooling system. Under 
the bar Gamko installed a cooled door segment combined with bottle shelf 
and drawer. Alongside this a stand-alone freezer was chosen, from the same 
Flexbar range of course.



Badhü, eating and sleeping Arab style  -  Willem van Noortplein 19  -  3514 GK  Utrecht  -  The Netherlands  -  +31 30 2720444  -  www.badhu.nl

Badhu is housed in an old public bath in Utrecht and takes its inspiration from 
the Moroccan hammam. Arab food and drink are served in the restaurant. 
The hotel has eight luxury rooms, each with its own decor fully in one colour. 
Badhu... eating and sleeping Arab style.

Gamko has fitted various Flexbar installations in this special location, all with 
drawers rather than doors.
The drawers in the back wall are designed with glass fronts and EQUAL-LED
lighting. The refrigeration units under the bar have so-called intermediate 
style evaporators, because of the lack of space. These evaporators do not take 
up any extra space. This option means that despite the column in the bar, a 
maximum stock of bottles can be stored. The different bars are controlled by 
a central cooling system.



Café LUX  -  Mariënburg 38-39  -  6501 BD  Nijmegen  -  The Netherlands  -  +31 24 3816844  -  www.lux-nijmegen.nl

The cultural meeting point LUX is the home of international cinema, debate
and theatre & music. Café and restaurant LUX offers you the opportunity to eat
& drink, ranging from a simple cup of coffee to a full diner.

Gamko fitted various Flexbar installations in this wonderful location. In the 
back wall glass doors for excellent cooled product presentation, under the bar 
cooled and uncooled drawers, perfectly combining ease of use with maximum 
storage capacity.



Renaissance Amsterdam Hotel  -  Kattengat 1  -  1012 SZ  Amsterdam  -  The Netherlands  -  +31 20 6212223  -  www.renaissanceamsterdamhotel.com  -  www.2b-loungebar.nl

The particularly trendy, recently totally renovated Renaissance Hotel                     
Amsterdam has a completely new lounge bar.

Gamko fitted various Flexbar installations in this special location. The drawers 
in the back wall are designed with glass fronts and EQUAL-LED lighting. In the 
middle of the back wall there are two stand-alone freezers. The front of the bar 
is designed as a full cocktail bar.



Belgian beer café Bruxelles  -  Havermarkt 7  -  4811 WG  Breda  -  The Netherlands  -  +31 76  5215211  -  www.bruxelles.nl

Belgian beer café Bruxelles is a large pub with a pleasant ambiance located in the heart of Breda. 
Bruxelles specialises in Belgian beers (8 on tap, 25 bottled), whisky and rum.

Gamko recently renovated the entire bar here.  Below the bar are closed anthracite-coloured coolers 
and behind the bar are glass door display coolers which draw attention to the wide range of specialty 
beers.  These coolers have been fitted with amber-coloured EQUAL-LED lighting, which illuminates the 
bottles to give a perfect ambience. All coolers are connected to the central refrigeration system. 



Sopranos, a unique Mediterranean restaurant right in the culinary 
heart of Eindhoven. Gamko was able to design the available space 
to the maximum by using a round Flexbar installation. 
Thanks to the modular system, any curve in the bar can be con-
tained by the refrigeration. Red EQUAL-LED lighting was chosen 
so that the refrigeration blends perfectly into the ambiance. 

Restaurant Sopranos  -  Stationsplein 9  -  5611 AB  Eindhoven  -  The Netherlands  -  +31 40 2938151  -  www.sopranos-eindhoven.nl



Tapas bar DANZA  -  Stoofstraat 5  -  5211 ER  -  ‘s-Hertogenbosch  -  The Netherlands  -  +31 73 6123228  -  www.tapasdanza.nl

Danza, tapas y mas... Tapas bar Danza in the heart of ‘s-Hertogenbosch brings 
you the atmosphere and taste of the Spanish kitchen.

A special manner of product presentation... no back bar with glass doors but 
a bar with glass fronts at the front. Excellent product presentation blending 
perfectly in style with the ambiance through the use of coloured EQUAL-LED 
lighting.
 



Let Gamko help you create your own 
cocktail bar using the Flexbar system. 
Experiment with combinations, play with 
the components, try out different arran-
gements and add the necessary cocktail 
accessories until you are happy with the 
result. A complete cocktail bar just the 
way you want it.
 

Restaurant Bar LUZ  -  Bleekweg 7  -  5611 EZ  Eindhoven  -  The Netherlands  -  +31 40 2940271  -  www.luz-restaurant-bar.nl                                              Renaissance Amsterdam Hotel  -  Kattengat 1  -  1012 SZ  Amsterdam  -  The Netherlands  -  +31 20 6212223  -  www.renaissanceamsterdamhotel.com  -  www.2b-loungebar.nl

LUZ has an international character. 
A robust industrial environment refined with white linen, 
beautiful leather pod chairs and light that shapes the mood. 
LUZ, a restaurant with that typical club feeling. From 11 pm onwards, restaurant 
LUZ turns into Club LUZ.

Gamko installed a full cocktail bar here. Cooled and uncooled alternate with           
special segments for storage of dishwasher shelves and ice-cube makers. The cooled        
segments are controlled by the central cooling system.
 

The particularly trendy, recently totally renovated Renaissance Hotel Amsterdam 
has a completely new lounge bar. Gamko fitted this special location with various 
Flexbar installations. The cocktail bar is a marvellous combination of cooled and 
uncooled segments. Thee speed rails and cooled bottle trays in the top of the work 
counter make this bar extremely functional and particularly user-friendly.



Café Restaurant USINE -  Lichttoren 6  -  5611 BJ  Eindhoven  -  The Netherlands  -  +31 40 2171890  -  www.usine.nl

Usine has moved into the icon of Eindhoven, the light tower, the former Philips lamp 
factory. And as they themselves always boasted: “les plus grandes usines du monde”. 
Usine’s move has respected the space and history of the premises; a spot where resi-
dents, users and visitors to the city can meet.

Gamko fitted this special project with various Flexbars. All these Flexbar installations 
are connected to the central cooling system that also controls the cooling- and freezer 
cells. The glass doors are used to present the range of bottles cooled. Under the bar, 
the Flexbar is used as a keg cooler. The Flexbar stand alone coolers and freezers make 
the bar complete.



Hotel Goes  -  A. Fokkerstraat 100  -  4462 ET  Goes  -  The Netherlands  -  +31 113 315800  -  www.hotelgoes.nl

Hotel Goes, part of the Van der Valk concern recently started using a new bar. The bar has a few striking 
purple accents that Gamko blends into seamlessly with the Flexbar. 
This purple lighting makes the refrigeration one whole unit with the ambiance and is itself a real         
eye-catcher, in other words maximum pull! Two buffets on top of each other were chosen and are 
controlled by the central cooling system.



Emil & Samuel Restaurant  Steen & Strøm Magazin  -  Nedre Slottsgate 8  -  Oslo  -  Norway  -  +47 22 00 40 00  -  www.steenogstrom.no

Emil & Samuel Restarant from Steen & Strøm Maga-
zin in  Oslo (Norway) has recently started using a new  
cocktail bar.
The bar consists of a cooled section with glass drawers 
complete with EQUAL-LED and an uncooled section 
for storing dishwasher shelves and a coffee knock box    
drawer under the coffee machine.



Bottles & Bites  -  Korenbrugstraat 1  -  5211 EG  -  ‘s-Hertogenbosch  -  The Netherlands  -  +31 73 6146519  -  www.bottlesandbites.com

Bottles & Bites is housed in a premises from the middle ages in the centre of 
‘s-Hertogenbosch. B&B is cosy, cool, amazing and inspiring... famous for its 
range of water and wine, with cuisine ranging from sushi to an Italian toasty
and from Greek yoghurt to mussels from Holland.

Gamko installed a special Flexbar here... the combination on the left of the 
photo consists of a machine unit in the middle with two cooled segments on 
both sides. The outermost four segments are uncooled.
The use of intermediate panels makes it a piece of furniture with different 
temperature zones.
 



Look
The Gamko Flexbar is available in three different looks; 
-  Anthracite... sheeted steel with a durable coating, seamlessly bordered. Curved, 
 finished corners and edges provide easy maintenance of all surfaces.
-  Stainless steel... the anthracite coated steel is replaced by chrome steel (AISI 430), 
 resulting in a stunning new look of anthracite borders on chrome steel.
-  Glass fronts... the door fronts and drawer fronts are fitted with insulated, double, 
 toughened safety glass. Glass front drawers are unique to the market! It allows 
 optimal glass surface in favour of optimal presentation of the refrigerated beverage 
 assortment.
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EQUAL-LED lighting
The Gamko Flexbar is fitted with LED lighting in stead of tube lights. All glass front 
segments come with white EQUAL-LED lighting as a standard.

EQUAL-LED lighting has several advantages compared to the traditional tube 
lights;
-  Less energy consumption. Per doorway 2 x 3 Watts in stead off 1 x 72 Watts.
-  Expanded lifespan of at least 50,000 hrs
-  Low voltage inside the refrigerated compartment. 24 Volts in stead off 230 Volts.
-  Reduced warmth conversion inside the compartment.
-  No ultra-violet or infra-red radiation
-  Confined dimensions
-  Equal light output 

The Flexbar is also optionally available with coloured EQUAL-LED lighting. With 
this feature you can adapt the bar to it’s surrounding atmosphere. You can manu-
ally pick one tuned colour for the entire bar, choose a different colour per storage 
segment, choose for an automated colour sequence loop, you can adjust the 
brightness, select a colour alteration mode, or even connect the bar to an external 
light processing installation to run in sequence with an overall light plan. 

CELS, central electronic locking system
The Gamko Flexbar is available with a fully 
integrated, central electronic locking system. 
You lock the bar by means of only one action: 
turn the key and the entire bar is locked. Sim-
ple, swift and safe. You can even shut any door 
or drawer afterwards when it wasn’t closed yet.

Flexibility
All Gamko Flexbar storage segments are 
available in both standard sizes of width: 
41 cm and 54 cm. This allows you to al-
ways find a suitable fitting arrangement.

Installation friendliness
The Gamko Flexbar is fitted with adjus-
table legs. These legs can be adjusted in 
height both from the outside as well as 
from the inside.

Modular

Supreme user friendliness...
The newly developed, innovative Flexbar 
door handle consists of two components: a 
robust aluminium shell provides structural 
solidness, a rubber inner side provides an 
optimal grip, even in case of moist hands. 

Supreme user friendliness...
The Flexbar bottle compartment has been designed as a drawer. 
Therefore the bottle compartment can easily be exchanged with 
a standard drawer, even after installation of the bar. In addition 
the container is easily removable  The depth of the container 
can be adjusted to bottle size by means of a removable attached 
plastic insert tube.

Supreme user friendliness...
The robust Flexbar drawers are fixed with self locking 
bearings and two supportive inserted brackets to avoid 
tumbling of bottles when opening or shutting the drawer. 
Additional brackets that divide the container in it’s width 

come as an option.The 
maximal load weight 
per drawer is 75 kg 
(165.35 lb.)

Safety
Naturally the Flexbar is fitted with 
tempered safety glass. 

Flexibility
Gamko´s  Flexbar is superbly suitable for accomplishing almost any 
complex arrangement of a bar. A curved bar, a pass through bar (doors 
on either side), it’s all achievable. The total collection consists of over 140 
different segments with which you can see your dream bar come true! 

Flexible
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